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For adolescents, the dose is recommended based upon the acceptable efficacy and safety
results from the pivotal Phase 3 study P208 even though the systemic exposures (Cmax and
AUC) are lower in adolescents receiving the same dosing regimen as the healthy adults
(Study P067) and adult cancer patients (Study P051). The complete response rate in the
delayed phase defined as no vomiting or retching and no use of rescue medication, the
primary efficacy endpoint, was 51.1% in the aprepitant treatment group comparing to 10.4%
in the control group.
For children aged 6 months to less than 12 years, the proposed nomogram dosing per each
weight band was not used in any of the clinical studies where a mg/kg weight based dosing
regimen was implemented. However, the simulated systemic exposure from nomogram
dosing is only 30% higher than the observed exposure from the weight based dosing regimen
while the range of exposure between the two regimens were overlapping due to the
variability. Thus, the 30% difference was not considered clinically relevant. Furthermore,
the range of exposures largely overlapped with exposures achieved in adults with higher
variability observed in the pediatric exposures. In addition, the mg/kg weight-based dosing
used in Phase 3 study P208 resulted in acceptable efficacy and safety. The overall complete
response rate in the delayed phase was 50.5% in the aprepitant treatment group comparing to
33.3% in the control group. Subgroup analysis showed that the complete response rate in the
delayed phase was similar across the three different age groups ranging from 46.3% to 55.6%
(6 months to < 2 years old, 2 years to < 6 years, and 6 years to < 12 years) in aprepitant
treatment group. In all three age groups, the response rates were better than those in control
group. For details, refer to Dr. Karyn Berry’s Clinical Review.
2

Question Based Review

2.1

General Attributes/Background

2.1.1

What pertinent regulatory background or history contributes to the current
assessment of the clinical pharmacology of Emend® in pediatric patients?
This submission is to fulfill PREA PMRs (PMR#1395-7 and 331-1) for Emend oral dosing
regimen. The sponsor does not seek pediatric exclusivity for oral Emend, and this
submission is not intended to fulfill the Written Request.
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2.2

General Clinical Pharmacology

2.2.1

What are the design features of the clinical pharmacology and clinical studies
used to support dosing or claims?
Clinical studies conducted in pediatric patients with CINV are shown in Table 1.
Study P134 and P097 contain PK data. Pivotal phase 3 study P208 does not have PK data.
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Figure 1 in Appendix 2 – Pharmacometrics Review. The complete response rate in the
delayed phase defined as no vomiting or retching and no use of rescue medication, the
primary efficacy endpoint, was 51.1% in the aprepitant treatment group comparing to 10.4%
in the control group.
For children aged 6 months to less than 12 years , the proposed nomogram dosing per each
weight band was not used in any of the clinical studies where a mg/kg weight based dosing
regimen was implemented. However, the simulated systemic exposure from nomogram
dosing is only 30% higher than the observed exposure from the weight based dosing regimen
while the range of exposure between the two regimens were overlapping due to the
variability. Thus, the 30% difference was not considered clinically relevant. In addition, the
mg/kg weight-based dosing used in Phase 3 study P208 resulted in acceptable efficacy and
safety across various age groups (Table 3).
Table 3. Number (%) of Patients With Complete Response in the Delayed Phase by
Subgroup and Treatment Group - Cycle 1 (Intent to Treat Population)

The systemic exposures obtained with the weight-based dosing regimen in patients 6 months
to 12 years and the fixed dosing regimen in adolescents are on the plateau of the established
exposure-response relationship for striatal NK-1 receptor occupancy in healthy adults. This
observation provides supportive evidence for the adequacy of the proposed dosing regimen
from a receptor occupancy perspective. However, it is worth noting that the relationship
between NK-1 receptor occupancy and the primary efficacy endpoint of complete response in
the delayed phase is unknown.
2.2.3

What are the pharmacokinetic characteristics of aprepitant in pediatric patients
with CINV?

The systemic exposures (Cmax and AUC0-24) on Day 1 following the treatment with a
three-day regimen were presented in Table 4 below. The adolescents received 125, 80, and
80 mg on Days 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Children 6 months to less than 12 years old received
3, 2, and 2 mg/kg on Days 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Refer to Individual Study Review
(Appendix 1) for other parameters such as concentrations at 24 hours after 2nd and 3rd day
doses.
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Table 4. Mean (%CV) Cmax and AUC in Pediatric Patients with CINV following
administration of oral aprepitant on Day 1
Age Group
(years)
(N)
0.5 – 2
(N=6)
2–6
(N=6)
6 – 12
(N=7)
12 – 17
(N=18)
§
N=6

Study ID

Dose
Day 1

Formulation

P134
Part IV

3 mg/kg

Suspension

P097

125 mg

Capsule

Cmax
(ng/mL)
(CV%)
1810
(51)
1840
(51)
1800
(89)
1269
(60)

AUC0-24hr
(hr*ng/mL)
(CV%)
21000
(56)
17300
(29)
24400§
(65)
16649
(43)

2.3 Intrinsic factors
2.3.1 Effect of Age, weight, Sex, Race
Body weight and age are significant covariates for apparent clearance and apparent volume
of distribution. Therefore, proposed nomogram dosing per each weight band is reasonable.
None of the other factors (sex and BMI) was found to have a significant association with the
aprepitant PK parameters that would indicate a clinically relevant effect on aprepitant
exposure. About 73 of the patients were Caucasians in the study while 17% patients were of
multi-ethnic region making assessment of race as a covariate not feasible.

2.4 General Biopharmaceutics
2.4.1

What is the relative bioavailability of the proposed to-be-marketed formulation
to the pivotal clinical trial?
(b) (4)
No dedicated study was conducted to assess the relative bioavailability
(b) (4)
. No capsule was given to patients aged 6 months to 12 years.
(b) (4)
The capsules were administered to 12 to 17 year olds (Study P097)

(b) (4)

2.4.2 What is the food effect?
(b) (4)
Approved EMEND™ oral capsules may be administered with or without food.
. Study P208 was conducted without
providing specific meal instructions yet achieved satisfactory clinical efficacy and safety.
(b) (4)
Thus, the food effect,
, is not clinically important.
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3 Labeling Recommendations
Labeling revisions are ongoing. Please refer to the final approved labeling when available.
Detailed recommendations will be sent to the sponsor regarding the correct formatting and
organization as well as the content related to Highlights, Dosage and Administration, Drug
Interactions, Specific Populations as well as Clinical Pharmacology sections of the PLR
labeling. The following labeling language different from sponsor’s original proposals is
(b) (4)
recommended by OCP


12.3 Pharmacokinetics
Age: Pediatric Population
The results will be limited to adolescents 12 to 17 years old only because only
capsules will be approved during this review cycle..
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4 Appendices
4.1

Appendix 1 – Individual Study Review

4.1.1 Study P097
Title: A Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled, Parallel-Group Study, Conducted
Under In-House Blinding Conditions, to Examine the Safety, Tolerability, and Efficacy of
Aprepitant for the Prevention of Chemotherapy-Induced Nausea and Vomiting Associated
With Emetogenic Chemotherapy in Adolescent Patients.
Study Design: This is a randomized, double-blind, controlled with parallel design study in
adolescent patients aged 12 to 17 years old. Approved aprepitant capsules were used. The
protocol had 2 parts:
 Part One had 2 components with 2 dosing regimens: standard therapy regimen and
aprepitant three-day regimen. The first component focused on the first cycle (Cycle 1)
of chemotherapy. The second component consisted of an optional open-label
multiple-cycle extension for up to 9 subsequent cycles of chemotherapy (maximum of
10 cycles total). All patients received aprepitant during the multiple-cycle extension.
 Part 2, which was not blinded, had 2 components with 1 dosing regimen: aprepitant
three-day regimen in both Cycle 1 and in the multiple-cycle extension. As in Part One
of the protocol, the first component focused on the first cycle (Cycle 1) of
chemotherapy and the second component focused on the multiple-cycle extension for
up to 9 subsequent cycles of chemotherapy (for a maximum of 10 cycles total).
Reviewer’s comment: All the patients in the study were administered either aprepitant or
ondansetron as well as dexamethasone. See treatment group below. Apprepitant placebo was
given to maintain blinding.
Treatment groups:
 Aprepitant three-day regimen = Aprepitant 125 mg P.O. on Day 1 and 80 mg once
daily on Days 2 and 3 plus ondansetron (0.15 mg/kg x 3 doses) IV on Days 1 and 2
and dexamethasone 8 mg P.O. on Day 1 and 4 mg P.O. once daily on Days 2 to 4.
 Standard therapy regimen = Ondansetron (0.15 mg/kg x 3 doses) IV on Days 1 and 2
plus dexamethasone 16 mg P.O. on Day 1 and 8 mg P.O. once daily on Days 2 to 4.
Pharmacokinetic analysis:
Blood samples for PK were collected in Cycle 1 for 72 hours at: predose (-2 hours), 1
(immediately prior to chemotherapy infusion), 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 24, 48 (Day 2), and 72 (Day 3)
hours.
Bioanalytical method: The method used in this study (DM-359O) was previously used to
support the original NDA for aprepitant oral capsules. Refer to original NDA review.
Pharmacokinetic Results:
Demographics
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Source data: Table 10-5, Clinical study report of P097.

Summary of PK parameters
Descriptive Summary of the PK parameters estimated by non-compartmental analysis is
shown below:
AUC0-24hr CMAX
C24
C48
C72
TMAX
(hr*ng/mL) (ng/mL) (ng/mL) (ng/mL) (ng/mL) (hour)
18
18
9
8
16
18
N
16648.5
1268.6
512.4
624.7
595.8
Mean
-
7143.3
763.7
250.6
472.4
549.2
SD
-
42.9
60.2
48.9
75.6
92.2
%CV
-
17133.0
1251.1
448.2
499.8
499.2
Median
4
2
Min
-
-
-
-
-
24.05
Max
-
-
-
-
-
Source data: Reviewer’s analysis based upon individual parameters submitted.

A cross study comparison to those from healthy adult subjects who had same three-day
regimen (Study P067 previously conducted to support the original NDA) was performed.
The Cmax and AUC0-24hr in adolescents were 24% and 30% lower than those in healthy
adult subjects. See the table and figure below.
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Source data: Table 11-1, Clinical Study Report of P097.

Source data: Figure 11-1, Clinical Study Report of P097

Reviewer’s comments: The systemic exposures (Cmax and AUC0-24hr) in adolescent
patients with CINV were lower than that in healthy adults following same three-day regimen
with oral capsules. However, this is a cross study comparison between two different
Clinical Pharmacology Review
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populations with different ages and health status. A more comprehensive exposure
comparison was made via population PK analysis on pooled data including this study. Refer
to Population PK review in Appendix 2.
4.1.2 Study P134
Title: A Multi-center, Open-label, 5-Part Study to Evaluate the Pharmocokinetics, Safety,
and Tolerability of Aprepitant and Fosaprepitant Dimeglumine in Pediatric Patients
Receiving Emetogenic Chemotherapy
Study Design: A multi-center, open-label, 5-part study to evaluate pharmacokinetics, safety,
and tolerability of oral aprepitant and intravenous fosaprepitant dimeglumine. Eligible
patients were male and female, birth to 17 years of age and scheduled to receive moderately
or highly emetogenic chemotherapy or a chemotherapy regimen not previously tolerated due
to nausea and/or vomiting for a documented malignancy. The oral formulation used in this
(b) (4)
.
study was suspension
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Part IV

Summary of PK parameters – Part II
Patients received single oral dose of either 47 mg/m2 or 74 mg/m2.
The descriptive statistics of the PK parameters estimated by non-compartmental analysis in
different age bands (6mon - 2yr, 2-6 years, 6 to 12 years) receiving 47 mg/m2 dose were
provided in the table below.
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The descriptive statistics of the PK parameters estimated by non-compartmental analysis in
different age bands receiving 74 mg/m2 dose (2-6 years, 6 to 12 years) or 1.3 mg/kg (6 mon
to 2 years) dose were provided in the tables below.
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The geometric means of systemic exposures (Cmax and AUC0-24hr) in children 2 to 6 years
old were 11% and 23% higher than that in healthy adults receiving 125 mg of dose (data
from Study P067). While the geometric means of systemic exposure were 12% and 3.3%
higher in children 2 to 6 years old. The systemic exposures in children 6 months to 2 years
old were lower, presumably due to lower dose given (1.3 mg/kg). See the comparison table
made by the reviewer below.
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Table 5. Geometric mean of Cmax and AUC (Day1) in children and adults following oral
administration of aprepitant oral suspension and 125 mg capsules, respectively
Age range
(years)
0.5 – 2
(N=5)
2–6
(N=7)
6 - 12
(N=6)
Adults (N=12)ǂ

Dose
1.3 mg/kg
74 mg/m2
74 mg/m2
125 mg

Median Dose (Min, Max)
converted to mg/kg
1.3

Cmax (ng/mL)
651

AUC0-24hr
(hr*ng/mL)
6070

3.3
(3.1, 3.4)
2.4
(1.6, 3.0)
N/A

1890

21600

1720

20100

1539

19455

ǂ Study P067

Reviewer’s comments: The comparison to adults is a cross study comparison between two
different populations with different ages and health status. A more comprehensive exposure
comparison was made via population PK analysis on pooled data including this study. Refer
to Population PK review in Appendix 2
Summary of PK parameters – Part IV
Patients received three-day oral regimen of 3/2/2 mg/kg in the study.
The descriptive statistics of the PK parameters estimated by non-compartmental analysis in
different age bands (6mon - 2yr, 2-6 years, 6 to 12 years) were provided in the table below.
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The geometric means of systemic exposure (Cmax and AUC0-24hr) in children 6 months to
12 years old were comparable (< 20% difference) to healthy adults receiving 125 mg of dose
(data from Study P067). See the comparison table made by the reviewer below.
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Table 6. Geometric mean of Cmax and AUC (Day1) in children and adults following oral
administration of 3 mg/kg and 125 mg aprepitant, respectively
Age range
(years)
0.5 – 2
2-6
6 - 12
Adults

ǂ

Dose
3 mg/kg

Cmax
(ng/mL)
1590

AUC24
(hr*ng/mL)
18400

3 mg/kg

1690

16600

3 mg/kg

1470

20800

125 mg

1539

19455

ǂ Study P067

Reviewer’s comments: The comparison to adults is a cross study comparison between two
different populations with different ages and health status. A more comprehensive exposure
comparison was made via population PK analysis on pooled data including this study. Refer
to Population PK review in Appendix 2.
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4.2

Appendix 2 – Pharmacometrics Review
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Summary of Findings

1.1 Key Review Questions
The purpose of this review is to address the following key question.
1.1.1

Is the proposed fixed dose in 12-17 year pediatrics and body weight dosing for
pediatrics 6 month to 12 years appropriate?
Yes, the proposed dosing regimen is reasonable based on the following three rationales:


PK rationale

The results of PopPK model simulation support the dosing recommendations provided
in the original application.
(b) (4)

Simulation results indicated that the differences in PK values with the nomogram
compared to strict weight-based dosing are modest and unlikely to be clinically relevant.
The nomogram for pediatric patients from 6 months to 12 years of age results in slightly
higher (~30%) aprepitant exposures compared to the individualized weight-based
regimen. these differences are not considered to be clinically relevant given aprepitant
has generally been shown to be very well tolerated in clinical studies in adults even at
higher (2- fold) exposures, coupled with the considerable data demonstrating acceptable
tolerated in the pediatric clinical trials. In general, the variability in pediatric patients are
higher than in adults and the range of exposure in pediatric are highly overlapped
between the proposed nomogram regimen and individual body weight based regimen
studied in clinical trials.
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Figure 1. Simulated Aprepitant AUC0-24hr (Top Panel) and Cmax (Bottom Panel) on
Day 1 in Different Age Groups Using Individualized Dosing and Nomogram Dosing
Table Compared With Observed Aprepitant Exposures in Adolescents, Healthy
Adults and Adult Patients
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PKPD relationship:
Based upon the PKPD relationship (refer to Pharmacometrics review Section 4) for NK
1 receptor occupancy, the pharmacokinetic profile obtained with the weight-based
regimen in patients 6 months to 12 years (3.0 mg/kg on Day 1 followed by 2.0 mg/kg on
Days 2 and 3) and the fixed dose regimen in adolescents (125 mg on Day 1 followed by
80 mg on Days 2 and 3) result in aprepitant exposures, across the 3-day treatment
period, that are on the plateau of the exposure-response relationship NK-1 receptor
occupancy. This relationship provides supportive evidence for the adequacy of dose. It is
important to note however that the relationship between NK-1 receptor occupancy and
primary end point in not known.



Observed efficacy and safety in the phase 3 trial:
The mg/kg weight-based dosing evaluated in the phase 3 study P208 resulted in
acceptable efficacy and safety. The overall complete response rate in the delayed phase
was 50.5% in the aprepitant treatment group comparing to 33.3% in the control group.
Subgroup analysis by age showed that the complete response rate in the delayed phase
was similar across the three different age groups ranging from 46.3% to 55.6% (6
months to < 2 years old, 2 years to < 6 years, and 6 years to < 12 years) in aprepitant
treatment group. In all three age groups, the response rates were better than those in
control group. For details, refer to Dr. Karyn Berry’s Clinical Review.

1.2 Label Statements
Refer to Section 3 of Question Based Review for details.
2 Pertinent regulatory background
EMEND™ (aprepitant) is an antagonist of human substance P neurokinin 1 (NK1) receptors
that, in combination with other antiemetic agents including a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist and
a corticosteroid, is approved for the prevention of acute and delayed nausea and vomiting
due to highly emetogenic and moderately emetogenic cancer chemotherapy in adults . To
support the use of aprepitant (EMEND) in pediatric patients 6 months to 17 years of age, an
(b) (4)
efficacy supplement is being submitted to NDA 21549 (EMEND capsules)
(b) (4)
(b) (4)

. The proposed update to the EMEND product label is supported by a single pivotal
Phase 3 efficacy/safety study conducted in patients 6 months to 17 years of age in which
both capsule and powder for suspension formulations were evaluated. Based on this study,
the Applicant is proposing an indication for use of EMEND in the prevention of acute and
delayed nausea and vomiting due to highly and moderately emetogenic cancer
(b) (4)
chemotherapy in patients
.
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3

Population pharmacokinetics Analysis

3.1 Sponsor’s Analysis
3.1.1

•
•
•

3.1.2

Objectives

Update the existing population PK model of MK-869/MK-517 using final clinical
data from protocols P097, P134 and P148 and assess the impact of key covariates in
CINV / PONV patients;
Evaluate the updated population PK model to insure its accuracy, precision and
robustness;
Perform a model-based simulation to predict exposure of aprepitant in two targeted
age groups of pediatric patients, 0.5 – 12 years (oral suspension 3/2/2 mg/kg QD on
Days 1/2/3) and 12-17 years (capsules 125/80/80 mg QD on Days 1/2/3).

Data Sets

The final data from 3 pediatric studies were used in this analysis:
•
•

•

Protocol P097 CINV, a PK/PD study in adolescents aged 12 – 17 years receiving the
adult 3-day oral dosing regimen (final market capsules, 125 mg on Day 1, 80 mg on
Days 2-3);
Protocol P134 CINV, a study in adolescents aged 12 – 17 years receiving the adult
3-day
IV EMEND regimen (115 mg IV EMEND on Day 1, 80 mg oral suspension
EMEND on Days 2-3), and single doses of aprepitant as oral suspension to pediatric
patients aged 6 months – 12 years (doses adjusted by body size);
Protocol P148 PONV, a study in adolescents aged 12 – 17 years receiving the adult
40 mg capsule single dose, and pediatrics aged 2 – 12 years receiving single doses of
aprepitant as oral suspension (doses adjusted by body size).

A total of 148 subjects completed study procedures in the 3 clinical studies (P097 N=18,
P134 N=85, P148 N=45). Descriptive statistics of continuous and categorical covariates
in pediatric subjects are summarized by age group in the following tables. A total of
1326 plasma measurable concentrations were included in the analysis.
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Continuous Covariates in Pediatric Subjects by Age
Group Included in the Population PK Analysis

Source: Sponsor’s Population PK Report, Page 19
Table 3. Descriptive Statistics of Categorical Covariates of Pediatric Subjects by Age
Group Included in the Population PK Analysis

Source: Sponsor’s Population PK Report, Page 19

3.1.3

Model

The final population PK model included the following covariate effects:
• effect of age (CYP3A4 maturation) on systemic clearance (CL):
×(0.639 × Age / (2.4+Age)+0.42)
35
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• effect of body weight on clearance (CL and Q) normalized to 70 kg to a power of 0.75:
×(Weight/70)0.75
• effect of body weight on volumes (V2 and V3) normalized to 70 kg:
×(Weight/70)
• effect of dose on systemic clearances (CL) normalized to 80 mg to a power of -0.394:
×(Dose/80)-0.394
Based on these equations, the typical value of systemic clearance (CL) derived from the
final population PK model of aprepitant represents an individual of 23.5 years old with body
weight of 70 kg who received oral aprepitant dose of 80 mg. The clinical relevance of the
dose effect on systemic clearance can be illustrated by the following example. For a typical
adolescent patient receiving oral capsule administration of aprepitant (P097, median weight
= 54.6 kg and median age = 15 yrs), the predicted CL will be 16% lower after 125 mg dose
(4.27 L/hr) than after 80 mg dose (5.09 L/hr).
Table 4. Typical Population PK Parameters of Aprepitant in Pediatric Population –
Final Population Pharmacokinetic Model

Source: Sponsor’s Population PK Report, Page 26
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Model evaluation:

Figure 2. Diagnostic Plots for Final Population Pharmacokinetic Model (run019) of
Aprepitant in Pediatric Population: Goodness-of-Fit
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Figure 3.Diagnostic Plots for Final Population Pharmacokinetic Model of Aprepitant
in Pediatric Population: Residual Plots
Source: Sponsor’s Population PK Report, Page 26
Model evaluation using a simulation-based VPC showed that the model tracked the central
tendency of the observed data and that an appropriate distribution of observed data fell
within the 5th and 95th percentiles of model simulated data, indicating that the model
reasonably describes aprepitant concentration data with fixed effects of weight and age.
Median, 90% PI and 95% PI for model-based predicted concentration profiles of aprepitant
with superimposed actual observed concentrations of aprepitant obtained in the targeted age
groups (i.e., P134 Part IV < 12 years dosed with oral suspension QD 3/2/2 mg/kg, and P097
≥ 12 years dosed with capsules QD 125/80/80 mg) are presented in Figure below.
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Figure 4. Median, 90%PI and 95%PI for Simulated Concentrations of Aprepitant in
Pediatric Patients Stratified by Age Groups
Of note: Capsules (125 mg on Day 1 and 80 mg on Days 2 and 3) were administered to
adolescents, 12-19 years old in P097 while power-for suspension (3mg/kg on Day 1 and 2
mg/kg on Days 2 and 3) were given to pediatric patients0.5 - < 12 years old.
Covariates
Body weight and age are significant covariates for apparent clearance and apparent volume
of distribution, with the inter-subject variability for clearance decreased from 64% to 56.9%
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under the final population pharmacokinetics (PopPK) model. The PopPK results support the
use of weight-based dosing regimens in younger patients (<12 years of age). None of other
factors (sex, BMI and race) was found to have a significant association with the aprepitant
PK parameters that would indicate a clinically relevant effect on aprepitant exposure. One
caveat is that majority of patients in the dataset are Caucasians (76.2%, Table 3).

Figure 5. Relationships of Age and Body Weight on Population PK Model Parameters,
Clearance and Central Volume of Distribution, Supported Application of a WeightBased Dosing Regimen in Patients <12 years of age
Reviewer’s comment: In Applicant’s base and final population PK model, the effect of age
on drug clearance was modeled with fixed values adapted from the publication by Johnson
et al, 2006. It should be noted that the adapted formula refers to the maturation of
intestinal/gut CYP3A only. However, aprepitant is primarily metabolized by CYP3A4 in the
liver.

3.2 Information Request and Reviewer’s Analyses
3.2.1

Information Request

The reviewer sent the Information Request to the Applicant to justify and clarify the
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physiological rationale of your final model on age effect, and consider re-evaluating the
final popPK model in this regard. The review team suggested that one way to account for
age effect on clearance is to use the hepatic maturation factor (see the review at Drugs at
FDA, page 42, for more details,
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DevelopmentResource
s /UCM177428.pdf).
The population PK model was re-run by the Applicant with the hepatic CYP3A4 maturation
function cited in the reference provided in the Agency’s comment as well as the CYP3A4
hepatic maturation function described by Johnson et al (2006). The model results are
partially discussed below shown as Model 2 and Model 3, respectively.

3.2.2

Reviewer’s Analyses and Applicant’s re-analyses

Objectives:



Evaluate the ontogeny functions developed by different models and data



Sensitivity analyses on different PopPK models for their estimates on PK parameters
in each age group

Methods
The population PK model was re-run by the Reviewer. The structure model is based on the
Applicant’s final PopPK model. The relationship between CL and age was explored using
the following different models:
Model 1: ܨ ൌ0.639 × Age / (2.4 + Age) + 0.42

Model 2: ܨ ൌ

Model 3: ܨ ൌ


 ାெ்ఱబ

 బ.ఴయ
 బ.ఴయ ା.ଷଵ

Model 4: ܨ ൌ1-(1- βCL) ×exp(- Age × (0.693/Tcl)
Where, Fage = fraction of mature CL, β = fractional CL at birth, TCL or MATCLୌ୧୪୪େ
is
ହ
the age at which clearance is 50% of the typical CL value. The above mentioned parameters
are estimated by the available data using the NONMEM software program (Version 7.2,
(b) (4)
) by the reviewer. Age is postnatal age in
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years Model 1 and 3 are modeled with fixed values adapted from the publication by Johnson
et al, 2006.
Results

Ontogeny function/Age effect

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4

0.5

Fraction to Adult level

1.0

Based on the final model estimates, the reviewer compared different age functions on
clearance. β , TCL and MATCLୌ୧୪୪େ
are estimated to be 0.4, 3.6, and 0.6 respectively. The
ହ
plots of fraction to adult level versus age are shown below.
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Figure 6. Ontogeny function derived from different PopPK models
Of note, the effect of age on drug clearance under Model 1 and 3 was modeled with fixed
values adapted from the publication by Johnson et al, 2006, which refers to the maturation
of intestinal/gut CYP3A, liver CYP3A, respectively. For Model 2 and 4, the maturation
half-life was estimated by the observed data, at 0.598 and 3.8 years of age, respectively. The
literature reports suggest that maturation half-life for CYP3A is in the range of 2.4-3.6
months. This indicates that the available data is limited and insensitive to estimate a true age
effect on clearance.
PK comparisons on different ontogeny models
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PK parameters and exposure metrics derived from the Model1-3 are compared. Model 4 is
not considered in this comparison as the maturation half-life estimate is highly deviated
from the reported value. In general, the results are not different from the original model
estimated intrinsic clearance provided in the NDA application. Specifically,








Comparing results from Model 1 and Model 2: model point-estimates using the
suggested CYP3A4 maturation function differences between 0.03 to 0.1 L/hr in CL
across all age groups. The smallest difference, a 0.03 L/hr decrease, occurs in the 6
12 year-old age group, while a difference of a 0.05 L/hr increase is estimated in the
0.5 – 2 year-old group.
Comparing results from Model 1 and Model 3: the smallest difference in CL reflects
a 0.05 L/hr increase estimated in the 2-6 year-old age group with a difference of a
0.15 L/hr increase found in the 0.5 – 2 year-old group.
The model-predicted exposures are also compared across all three models (Table 4).
The results between each model are similar to each other, with the majority of
parameters with < 1% differences,
There is no consistent or monotonic trend in the new estimates of CL based upon the
re-evaluations and a clear bias was not identified.

In summary, model-predicted PK parameters and exposure metrics are comparable across
the models, indicating that data used in the population PK model is relatively insensitive to
various maturation functions used to describe intrinsic clearance of the population. As the
original model by the Applicant was evaluated using Goodness-of-Fit plots, visual
predictive check and nonparametric bootstrap, the reviewer agrees to use it as the final
model for the purpose of comparison of the Applicant proposed dosing nomogram versus
weight-based dosing regimen in clinical trials.
It should be noted that a definitive approach has yet to be identified for this drug describing
the ontogeny/maturation of drug metabolizing enzymes enabling translation into younger
pediatric patients. Keeping this caveat in mind; the Applicant’s proposed population PK
model should not be used to extrapolate the PK outside the age range studied (See Section
for Rationale of Dose Selection).

4

PKPD relationship

The exposure-response for efficacy or safety are not described in the original NDA 21549
review. The PK was not collected in the phase 3 clinical trials in pediatrics and therefore the
exposure-response analysis in pediatrics was not possible. The PKPD relationship assessed
by the Applicant is as follows:
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In the original NDA submission, the Applicant assessed the correlation of plasma aprepitant
levels with the binding of aprepitant to brain NK1 receptors in 2 Phase 1 studies (Protocol
027) and (Protocol 045) in healthy young men. The data from both of these studies
combined in an exploratory post-hoc analysis showed the relationship between plasma
aprepitant concentration and NK1 receptor occupancy as in the figure below. Based on this
curve, aprepitant plasma concentrations of ~10 ng/mL and ~100 ng/mL produce brain NK1
receptor occupancies of ~50 and 90%, respectively. In adults, the 3-day CINV aprepitant
dose regimen (125 mg on Day 1 followed by 80 mg on Days 2 and 3) results in mean
plasma concentrations of >500 ng/mL that are expected to achieve greater than 95% striatal
NK1-receptor occupancy on each day of dosing. Generally, these concentrations are
associated with an AUC0-24hr on Day 1 of ~20,000 ng*hr/mL.

Figure 7. Correlation of Plasma Aprepitant Concentration with Binding of Aprepitant
to Striatal NK1 Receptors
Based upon the PKPD relationship for NK-1 receptor occupancy, the pharmacokinetic
profile obtained with the weight-based regimen in patients 6 months to 12 years (3.0 mg/kg
on Day 1 followed by 2.0 mg/kg on Days 2 and 3) and the fixed dose regimen in adolescents
(125 mg on Day 1 followed by 80 mg on Days 2 and 3) result in aprepitant exposures,
across the 3-day treatment period, that are on the plateau of the exposure-response
relationship.
5 Rationale of Dose Selection
The results of PopPK model simulation support the dosing recommendations provided in the
original application.
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(b) (4)

Table 1. A nomogram is proposed to mimic the weight-based dosing regimen implemented

in Phase 3 (3.0 mg/kg on Day 1 followed by 2.0 mg/kg on Days 2 and 3) for patients 6
months to 12 years of age, which would simplify calculation of the dose to improve ease of
use in in clinical practice. It is expected to reduce the potential for dosing errors and
dispensing complexities, when delivered with a single oral dispenser, while maintaining the
excellent efficacy and safety profiles established in the pediatric clinical trials.
Simulation results indicated that the differences in PK values with the nomogram compared
to strict weight-based dosing are modest and unlikely to be clinically relevant (Figure 1).
The nomogram for pediatric patients from 6 months to 12 years of age results in slightly
higher (~30%) aprepitant exposures compared to the individualized weight-based regimen.
these differences are not considered to be clinically relevant given aprepitant has generally
been shown to be very well tolerated in clinical studies in adults even at higher (2- fold)
exposures, coupled with the considerable data demonstrating acceptable tolerated in the
pediatric clinical trials. In general, the variability in pediatric patients are higher than in
adults and the range of exposure in pediatric are highly overlapped between the proposed
nomogram regimen and individual body weight based regimen studied in clinical trials.
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Table 4. Comparisons of Exposure Estimates from Three Different PopPK Models
Model 1
Parameter

AUC0-24hr
ng·hr/mL

AUC48-72hr
ng·hr/mL

Cmax
ng/mL

C24hr
ng/mL

C48hr
ng/mL

C72hr
ng/mL

Age Group*

Median

Nsubj

Model 2
Q5%

Q95%

Q5%

Q95%

Median

Q5%

Q95%

0.5-2 yrs

6

14126

8062

42097

14136

8037

42023

14159

8010

41793

2-6 yrs

6

18247

11503

23611

18220

11498

23567

18105

11470

23398

6-12 yrs

7

13287

11486

49769

13267

11450

49685

13185

11370

49428

>12 yrs

18

16258

3051

26254

16263

3043

26202

16323

3059

26136

0.5-2 yrs

6

8557

6397

34369

8611

6426

34419

8744

6526

34465

2-6 yrs

6

11125

7077

15951

11164

7109

15992

11286

7208

16123

6-12 yrs

7

9288

7039

48501

9312

7057

48633

9399

7129

48956

>12 yrs

18

16554

2562

30474

16621

2570

30598

16728

2602

30811

0.5-2 yrs

6

1248

438

2364

1250

438

2363

1260

436

2364

2-6 yrs

6

1294

980

1675

1295

981

1675

1296

988

1677

6-12 yrs

7

1064

902

2781

1064

901

2779

1066

904

2778

>12 yrs

18

1001

282

2032

999

282

2034

997

289

2007

0.5-2 yrs

6

216

61.9

902

215

61.8

899

212

61.8

891

2-6 yrs

6

177

98.2

381

97.0

378

170

93.8

371

6-12 yrs

7

224

113

1432

222

111

1427

219

108

1412

>12 yrs

18

519

81.6

798

521

81 2

796

523

80.1

789

0.5-2 yrs

6

151

28.9

900

152

29.4

901

153

31.2

899

175

2-6 yrs

6

82.3

45.9

248

82.6

46.1

248

83.9

46.9

250

6-12 yrs

7

160

53.1

1262

161

53.4

1265

163

54.3

1272

>12 yrs

18

443

55.2

869

444

55.4

872

448

56.1

876

0.5-2 yrs

6

142

27.7

960

143

28 2

144

29.9

961

2-6 yrs

6

80.4

44.3

242

80.7

44.6

243

82.1

45.5

246

6-12 yrs

7

144

46.2

1215

145

46.4

1220

148

47.4

1231

>12 yrs

18

379

41.6

817

381

41.8

822

387

42.6

841
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Median

Model 3

962
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